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プレゼンター
プレゼンテーションのノート
First I would like to set Society 5.0 in the context of other thoughts.



All four books discuss the relations between human and society, innovation and production –
though with different thought and from different perspectives.

From “2.0” to “5.0”: Many Contributions towards a Changing World.

Alexandra de Bruijne 
Hans Paul Brandt

Netherlands                                       USA                                        Germany                   Japan

Note: A vision is using the present thought. The future as such, something not existing in human thought yet, is not 
predictable. The answer remains to philosophy or religion.
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As may of todays audience is more familiar with Industry 4.0 as Society 5.0, I would like to set these two concepts in context to each other. Background information:Identity 2.0 looks at current and future issues that influence businesses, institutions, and service-oriented organizations. The book connects identity as the driving force behind everything from innovation and change processes to social and economic topics—all illustrated with case-studies and opinions of creative and business companies.



Basic Outline of “Industry 4.0” (Connected Industries) and “Society 5.0”

The thought is related to the Age of Enlightenment: history is a 
“historical progress in stages”. This asserted that the development of 
human society has progressed through a series of stages. 
Question: consciousness and human ideas about the universe result 
from material conditions (rather than vice versa) close to historical 
materialism?!

Model focuses on society in its core: Discovering the unknown –
being built by all people using as guiding principle: “happiness of 
people comes first”.

The thought is related to Industrial History or Industrial 
Revolution based on stages of technological 
innovation.
Question: consciousness and human ideas result 
through technology in (better) material conditions?!

Of course, society will be effected by technical 
progress.

Related to Technology Related to Philosophy / (Human Sciences)
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As next step I would like to explain the thought behind the two concepts.Whereas this is somehow clear for Industry 4.0, it is a challenge for Society 5.0 – especially explaining the different cultural thought. I will start with Industry 4.0.Additional notes (based on Yuko Harayama):Hunting Society 1.0: Living in harmony of nature - continuation of the human species.Farming Society 2.0: Curiosity and explorations - more structured form of society.Industry Society 3.0: Technology driven manufacturing - Mass production and division of labor.Information Society 4.0: Digital transformation value creation by deploying and combining information – now forms of interaction by and among humans.Human Centered Society 5.0: Discovering the unknown – being built by all people using as guiding principle: “happiness of people comes first”. Society 5.0 is not:technology firsteconomy firstexpert firstbut:human centered approachopen, sustainable and inclusiveexperimentation driven thinking



Natural Science as Basis for Industry 4.0

Diffusion of Development:
• Metcalf’s Law: states that the value of a telecommunication network  is proportional to 

the square of the number of connected users of the system (n2).
or:
• Zipf’s Law: states that the frequency of any word is inversely proportional to its rank in 

the frequency table. Thus the most frequent word will occur approximately twice as 
often as the second most frequent word, three times as often as the third most frequent 
word, etc. The same relationship occurs in many other rankings unrelated to language, 
such as the population ranks of cities in various countries, corporation sizes etc.

Speed of Development:
• Moore’s Law: is the observation that, over the history of computing hardware, the 

number of transistors in a dense integrated circuit doubled approximately every two 
years. There will be companies which can keep up with this speed – others will be too 
slow.
maybe soon

• Gambetta's Law: Doubling quantum volume every year is ongoing, and if this continues, 
quantum advantage should be reached in the 2020s.” 
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As we have seen, the thought of Industry 4.0 is embedded in natural science. Society 5.0 is focusing on happiness, on unknown, so simplified on philosophy. It is difficult to explain, even more to a western audience. I will use the thought of a Japanese artist to approach this thought – it cannot be more than a soft touching.Specifications:Metcalf’s Law:  telephones can make only one connection, five can make 10 connections, and twelve can make 66 connections.Both Metcalf’s Law and Zipf’s Law are related to networks that allow members directly to connect with each other. However, business strategies will be different depending on which law a company sets priority.Quantum volume is a metric that incorporates the number of qubits and the error rate of interactions. IBM has doubled the quantum volume of the system every year, with the latest improvement increasing the current volume to 32. "This is the fourth time we doubled the quantum volume of a quantum computer," he said.  "We call this Gambetta's Law after our head of science and technology who came up with the methodology of measuring the power of quantum computing," he said.



Philosophy as Basis 
for Society 5.0 –
“Happiness of People Comes 
First”

Source: https://burart.jp/2020/06/tatsuo-miyajima-keep-changing-connect-with-
everything-continue-forever/ (Accessed Nov 1st, 2020) 
https://web.archive.org/web/20141211135749/http://www.frieze.com/issue/article/keep_
changing_connect_with_everything/ / (Accessed Nov 1st, 2020)

Tatsuo MIYAJIMA 宮島達男, Artist *1957
I want to create change, but in relation to the three 
concepts: Keep Changing, Connect with Everything, 
Continue Forever. It is not about creating a beautiful 
image or system, it is more about creating an inner 
spiritual quality in the world. My idea of the future is not 
a pictorial image but a spiritual concept. 

Example: Zero is a western concept. ... There is no 
physical zero. In Buddhist philosophy we have the word 
Ku which means emptiness, which is very different from 
zero. The word Ku is realistic emptiness, physical 
emptiness. (Zero is) not square, not circular, not big, not 
small etc.. ... Ku contains the cycle of life and death.

The new sensorium of Japanese art is to be understood 
as a collection of means with the help of which we can 
actively deal with the transitionally emerging close 
connection of our virtual and our actual life. 
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As the members of BDI are companies I want to set this different thought into a management context, to make it more operationable. I choose labor or work as it allows a first comprehensive insight in short time.The point now is the number, and the universe of numbers. Before 1987, I didn’t have confidence in the central themes. But in 1987, I found the three very clear concepts in my work - Keep Changing, Connect with Everything, Continue Forever.You said that your work is concerned with the future, and you have an egalitarian idea of a world society without hierarchy. But it is quite possible to speculate that despite the charade of democracy, the society of the future will become more intensively hierarchical.What do we do? Of course there are many difficult things in this world. Do we allow this situation to continue, or do we make an effort to create change? In the 60s people created an imaginary, Utopian goal for themselves, but their image was still of one system. I want to create change, but in relation to the three concepts. It is not about creating a beautiful image or system, it is more about creating an inner spiritual quality in the world. My idea of the future is not a pictorial image but a spiritual concept.Why does the figure zero not appear in any of the digital counters?Zero is a western concept. There is no physical zero.Doesn’t zero represent a void, and isn’t the void as a concept fundamental to Eastern philosophy? In Buddhist philosophy we have the word Ku which means emptiness, which is very different from zero. The word Ku is realistic emptiness, physical emptiness. For example, the Lotus Sutra in Buddhist philosophy contains 24 negatives or denials to express Ku; not square, not circular, not big, not small etc. There is no clear or substantial answer, so it is not possible to use zero. I want to express Ku which is different from zero: Ku contains the cycle of life and death.You sometimes use the form of a circle in your work, in which the dark space within is as important as the flickering red numbers. How does this circle relate to what you have just said?The circle is often used in oriental systems of time, and it is also recurrent in ancient cultures, from Stonehenge to Arabia. But Ku does not have a shape or form.https://web.archive.org/web/20141211135749/http://www.frieze.com/issue/article/keep_changing_connect_with_everything/�

https://burart.jp/2020/06/tatsuo-miyajima-keep-changing-connect-with-everything-continue-forever/
https://web.archive.org/web/20141211135749/http:/www.frieze.com/issue/article/keep_changing_connect_with_everything/
https://burart.jp/2020/06/tatsuo-miyajima-keep-changing-connect-with-everything-continue-forever/


Industry 4.0 and Society 5.0 from a Management Point of View 
Here: Labor - Work

• The core of Industry 4.0 is about how to get the job done while 
Society 5.0 is emphasizing on how to optimize the man-hour 
responsibility to get the job done.

• Differing from Industry 4.0, which features effectiveness of using 
automated machines, Society 5.0 focuses on the effectiveness of 
optimizing knowledge workers assisted by intelligent machines.

• Industry 4.0 is about computerized communications by all means: 
Society 5.0 is meant for the harmonization of work with the help of 
intelligent machines for the benefit of the workers.
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I would explain this using a German and a Japanese reference architecture.Information related to the following source:https://www.ecns.cn/news/society/2019-06-29/detail-ifzkrnzp2015002.shtml



Reference Architecture based on German Thought

1

Source: http://www.zvei.org/Downloads/Automation/ZVEI-Industrie-40-RAMI-40-English.pdf

Work related elements
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S 9 ZVEI Broschuere



Reference Architecture based on Japanese Thought

Smart Manufacturing Unit General Functions for Manufacturing

Work related elements
Sources: https://iv-i.org/en/docs/Industrial_Value_Chain_Reference_Architecture_170424.pdf

https://iv-i.org/docs/doc_161208_Industrial_Value_Chain_Reference_Architecture.pdf

https://iv-i.org/en/docs/Industrial_Value_Chain_Reference_Architecture_170424.pdf
https://iv-i.org/docs/doc_161208_Industrial_Value_Chain_Reference_Architecture.pdf


First Result for German-Japanese Co-operation: 
Focusing on the Challenges of the Operative Level

• Both Industry 4.0 and Society 5.0 are liked to innovation, causing 
interaction between the way how human produce (work) and society as a 
whole.

• The overall targets, the expected final achievements of Japanese science 
policy and German science policy, Japanese business and German business 
are quite in line with each other. As a result, on high level discussion, a 
common understanding can be achieved quickly. 

• The challenge is on the operative level: as discussed before, the thought 
how to approach the targets, the way how to work, are very different, 
sometimes opposite from each other. Regrettably, these topics are usually 
excluded in Japanese-German discussions, even though a successful co-
operation can be achieved only on this operative level. 
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Next I want to show as example a meta-concept of Keidanren, where it is easy to find an agreement. 



Everybody can agree ... 
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Background thought:"Freedom from uncertainty [is] not freedom" (Zuboff 2016). This is especially true for the rapidly growing algorithmization of all areas of life. Driverless cars are just one sign of the blind trust in the digital predictability of options for action. In "Answering the Question: What is Enlightenment?" Kant writes:"If I have a book that has understanding for me, a pastor who has conscience for me, a doctor who judges diet for me, and so on: then, after all, I need not trouble myself. I have no need to think, if I can only pay; others will already do the vexatious business for me."

https://www.japanpolicyforum.jp/diplomacy/pt20190826150030.html


According UNESCO:
• The grand and somewhat nebulous concept of Society 5.0 has gradually 

become a centerpiece of the Abe Cabinet’s growth strategy – which means 
that science, technology and innovation (STI) policy has now become a 
mainstream political agenda.

• Behind the growing zeal for Society 5.0, there appears to be an ardent 
wish on the part of the Japanese government and business community to 
seize this golden opportunity to reverse lingering adverse trends ... ever-
intensifying global competition, the changing structure of value creation in 
the new digital economy, depopulation and ageing, and growing fiscal 
pressure from rising government expenditure on social security.

Source: https://en.unesco.org/news/japan-pushing-ahead-society-50-overcome-chronic-social-challenges (accessed Nov. 30, 2020)

The Position of UNESCO Towards Society 5.0 Overlooks the Chances ...

プレゼンター
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Obviously, this falls short, much too short. Though it suggests that a lot of work still has to be done.What kind of society does Society 5.0 aim to realize? Some would say that it is a society underpinned by technologies such as the IoT, Big Data, and AI that overwhelmingly exceed human abilities. Such a society might be utopian, but it could potentially be dystopian too. We can see Society 5.0 as a future utopia, in which we live comfortable and convenient lives, largely emancipated to a great extent from the need to work, while we can see this as dystopia—a society where humans are in fact controlled by technology, such that they have nothing meaningful to do but languish every day in utter boredom. p.137Quotations from the Japanese press:“... in the Cabinet Office’s view, Society 5.0 can be interpreted as a utopia that will simultaneously achieve both economic development and resolve various social problems.” Takamitsu SAWA: Reforming education for Society 5.0, Japan Times, Oct 16, 2019Abe hopes to guide Japan, and later, the world, toward what he calls Society 5.0. Dramatically defined as the next step in human evolution, Society 5.0 envisions a “super smart society” driven by digital data where technology has solved the issues of super-aging, environmental depletion, and economic stagnation. Technology, however, is no cure-all for Japan’s problems. Addressing the labor shortage and the aging crisis in a meaningful way requires profound cultural and political shifts. Blind optimism in the power of technology even reduces the urgency of social change. Fumika Mizuno: 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games can't rescue Japan, Japan Times, Aug 6, 2019There is a related risk of over-reliance on technology, leaving major weaknesses in the structure of society. Big data may be a boon for efficiency, but it raises difficult questions related to privacy, responsibility and transparency. ... Society 5.0 would blend together human and nonhuman interaction, raising particularly difficult issues related to responsibility and liability. ... there is a need to seriously think through the potential ramifications of their greater integration into society, and in doing so, considering the risk for things going wrong.Christopher Hobson, Tobias Burgers:  Security in 'Society 5.0’, Japan Times, Jun 5, 2019

https://en.unesco.org/news/japan-pushing-ahead-society-50-overcome-chronic-social-challenges


Second Result for German-Japanese Co-operation: 
“Happiness of People Comes First” as a Management Task

Human do not only share a knowledge about something, but also about 
themselves. Who “we” are, however, is not defined by data about who we 
are, such as name, age, gender, etc., but occurs in social processes of 
recognition or disregard, with many possibilities in between. Who we are, 
then, is not identical to our objectified and digitized personal data. The 
German-Uruguayan Philosopher Rafael CAPURRO calls the difference in data 
context between “’who’ and ‘what’ we are” "ethical difference". 
For “Happiness of People Comes First”:
Working out the core “ethical difference” in both countries, Japan and 
Germany, could bring a general direction for decisions. However, also for each 
innovation this is a true and an always ongoing management task: in 
business, politics and science.
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Cappuro’s thought is in line with Miyajima.Implicit practical ''know how'’ - knowledge precedes forms of explicit or theoretical knowledge, such as "know that" or "know why “ (Capurro 2003). 
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